OFFICIAL SENSITIVE

DEPARTMENTAL SECURITY COMMITTEE MEETING, 12th May 2017

NOTE OF DECISIONS AND ACTIONS
8. **Data Protection Officer report**

LS gave an update on the implementation of the EU Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) in TNA: LS is attending various cross government groups looking at the implementation. LS stressed that it was not TNA's remit to give advice on GDPR.

Examples of areas that require clarification are:

- The Legal Enforcement Directive which partly replaces the s 29 exemption in current DPA that enables TNA to share data with police.
- Format of the compulsory notice informing people of the legal reason for processing their data. LS confident that these will be resolved.
- Exact period of 'a month' allowed for processing a subject access, instead of 40 days. It was not felt this new target would be onerous for TNA. However LS mentioned legacy NDAD datasets which are requiring ongoing resource from Digital Preservation in order to be able to supply the information. Any future dataset transfers must be capable of interrogation by TNA in order to answer subject access requests.